
CHAPTER VI. 

THE INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK OB’ 
CHRISTIAN PATRIOTISM 



“ And our own good pride shall teach us 
To praise our comrades’ pride.” 

-KIPLING. 

“The greab lesson of the world-war is, that not in separate 
ambitions or in thoughtless domination, but in common service 
for the great human causes, lies bhe true path of national pro- 
gl’eSS.”-8MIJTS. 

“Wherever in the world a high aspiration was entertained or 
a noble blow was struck, it was t o  England that the eyes of tho 
oppressed were always turned-to this favourite, this darling home 
of so much privilege and: so much happiness, where the people who 
had built up 8, noble edifice for themselves would, it vas Well 
known, be ready t o  do what in them lay to  secure the benefib of 
the same inestimable boon for others.”--QLADSTONE. 

“We have, with whatever mistakes and misunderstandings, 
striven to raise our subjects t o  a higher type of life. . . . We 
may have learned our lesson elowly, but we have learned, and are 
learning still, that the sign of Empire for nations, as for men, is 
not self-assertion but sel€-sacrifice.l’-WEsTcon. 

“ God be merciful unto us, and bless us ; and cause his face to  
shine upon us : that t?by way may be known upon eayth, thy  saving 
health among ail wtions.”-PsALii lxvii. I, 2. 



T m  subject to be dealt with in this chapter is the 
necessary complement and correlative of that last 
considered. It is not enough that a Christian 
patriot should be alive to his duty towards his 
own country : he lies also under obligation to the 
world of his fellow-men. There is a saying of Dis- 
raeli, dating from his earlier life, that his politics 
" were comprised in one word-England." It is 
our business at this stage to  join issue with that 
statement, if taken as the serious or exhaustive 
expression of the final ideals of a Bhristian patriot. 
No nation stands alone, or exists independently 
of the larger life of the race. As the individual is 
only one factor in the life of the nation, so the 
nation is only one factor in the life of humanity. 
And as the individual is called to cherish his own 
personality that he may dedicate it to the good 
of the nation, so the nation is called to  cherish 
the national genius that it may be dedicated t o  
the good of mankind. Ih  may be held, indeed, 
that it is precisely here %hat we reach what is at 
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once the supreme obligation of Ohristian patriotism, 
and the critical test of its validity. The pattern- 
prayer of the Christian patriot is embodied in 
words which we cannot quote too often- 

(< Lord, bless and pity us, 
Shine on us with thy face ; 

May lrnow thy saving grace." 
That th' earth thy may, and nations all, 

According as the purpose of the last two lines is 
sincere, so is the prayer of the first two lines 
acceptable, God is no respecter of persons. The 
final goal of history-revealed to  us in the apostolic 
forecast-('that in all things Jesus Christ may 
have the pre-eminence "-rises high above the 
prosperity of any nation or continent. In the 
vision of the New Jerusalem at the close of the 
New Testament, there is seen, as Westcott taught 
his generation, distinctness of national WQ and 
unconfused separateness of national service ; but 
these are beheld as harmoniously dedicated to the 
corporate perfection of the city of God-"the 
nations of them that are saved shall walk in the 
light of it, and the kings of the earth do bring 
their glory and honour into it." 

It is only within the last short period of 
secular history that the vision has broken upon 
mankind of a patriotism as truly dedicated to the 
good of humanity at  large, as it is concerned with 
the welfare of a particular nation. How compara- 
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tively recent this vision is, a t  any rate in British 
history, will appear in the course of the next few 
pages. And yet the vision is a true one, and open 
to many eyes, in many lands. Its conception marks 
perhaps the greatest moral gain, a t  least in the 
region of social ethics, that has come to  the world 
in a hundred years. It is pre-eminently the 
“heavenly vision” of our time, whereto dis- 
obedience would mark the great refusal. In  olden 
days, in Scotland, part of an estate was some- 
times deliberately given up t o  weeds and briars 
and desolation, under the name of the “ Goodman’s 
croft.” It was hoped that Satan, whose interest 
in the property was thus politely recognised, would 
be content with the sphere allotted to  him, and 
show the spirit of reciprocity by leaving the rest 
in peace. Too often the domain of foreign relation- 
ships even in Christian countries has been a Good- 
man’s croft. The spirit of seXsbness has been 
invited to guide the policy in the ministry of the 
Exterior j and only for the ministry of the Interior 
has the spirit of service or aacrifice been thought 
appropriate. Hence the unhappy paradox that 
while, on the internal side, nationalism stands for 
what is almost pure good, on the external side it 
has been identified so largely with the spirit of 
rivalry and ill-will, But in our day of opportuniey 
the finger of God‘s providence is beckoning the 
world to  better things. Just as famay loyalty 
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involves no tincture of hatred to other families, 
so a pure patriotism has nothing to do with hatred 
of other nations. The law of service has already 
in Christendom declared its just sway over the 
individual and the family, and in these realms hats 
won striking and permanent victories. It seenis 
now to be putting forth a supreme (shall we say 
a final 9) effort, and t o  be claiming as its sphere 
"the largest natural grouping of men, in which 
they have as yet been able to feel and act to- 
gether " i . e . ,  the nation. If  the law of*mutual 
service fails t o  secure the allegiance of the nations 
to-day and to play a large part in the shaping of 
their policies, then it would seem that certain 
disaster must for the time overtake humanity. 
On the other hand, if the dedication of patriotism 
to  a law of brotherhood can be achieved, the world 
will have taken the longest step in its onward 
progress that recent centuries have seen. 

If such harnessing o€ patriotism to a world-wide 
obligation should seem fantastic to any reader 
and bound up with ideals too high for human 
reach, the suggestion may be of€ered that a study 
of history may correct or modify this impression. 
No more interesting, and at  the same time no 
more cheering, task could be suggested to the 
student of British history than t o  trace the stream 
of patriotic ardour running through our annals, 
and to mark not only its deepening intelligence 
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and its broadening sympathy, but also its increased 
sense of a goal of stewardship to which it flows. 
When Ezelsiel beheld the great vision of the river 
of life flowing from under the threshold of the 
temple and wending its way eastward to  the Dead 
Sea, his first impression was simply that of the 
growing magnitude of the river, as the waters grew 
from ankle-deep to knee-deep, from knee-deep to 
loin-deep, from loin-deep to “waters to swim in.” 
But this first impression was superseded later on by 
a still more enthralling one-the amazed recognition 
of the direction in which the river flowed, so that 
“ the  waters issue towards the east country, and 
go down into the desert-and being brought forth 
into the Dead Sea, the waters shall be healed.” 
Some such sense of a directed purpose in British 
patriotism breaks upon the student of its history, 
and makes that history sacred in his sight. He 
becomes aware of far more than a growing volume 
in the stream or a deepening power of expression. 
He becomes conscious that, with many a winding, 
many a temporary retardation, the current of 
British patriotism has set on the whole towards 
a world-wide service undreamed of at the first, 
and towards a sense of vocation most nobly ex- 
pressed by our noblest statesmen. There is now 
a tradition behind our British patriotism, the 
deposit of long centuries of its history ; and that 
is the tradition-to use the words of a states- 
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man of our own day- “ of serving the world, 
and influencing the destinies of mankind.” The 
recognition of this development in our island-story 
is so suggestive of Divine overruling that it may be 
profitable to linger for a few pages on the theme. 

If we take our starting-point at the age of the 
Crusades, as corresponding roughly to an epoch 
when England was becoming conscious of herself 
as a, nation, we find, as we should expect, that the 
patriotic sentiment of that age is very primitive, 
very much bound up with hero-worship and open 
to the charge of cruelty towards outsiders. It is 
often but little removed from the spirit of the 
later schoolboy rhyme- 

“ Two skinny Frenchmen, one Portugee, 
One jolly Englishman lick ’em all three.” 

Richard of the Lion-heart is often regarded as 
the typical English hero of his day, troubadour 
as well as soldier, the paladin whom as boys we 
learned t o  adore in ‘ Ivanhoe.’ And yet Richard 
is represented in a romance of the period as de- 
liberating what to do with 60,000 Saracen prisoners, 
and as hearing a voice from heaven calling: 
“Seigneurs, tuez! tuez! Spare them not, and 
behead them.” Whereupon, as the chronicler 
puts it- 

‘‘ King Richard heard the angels’ voice, 
And thanked God and the holy cross.” 
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In  a somewhat later age the spirit of English 
nationalism showed itself in a form admirably 
described by Mjl Wingfield Stratford, as “ the 
abounding joyousness of a nation finding herself, 
and her greatness, taking her place in Europe like 
a queen among her peers. It is by no accident 
that her singers delight t o  dwell upon the month 
of May, for there is something peculiarly spring- 
like about the age-the high spirits, and perhaps 
some of the rawness and brutality of youth.” 
There is a poem giving thanks for the victory of 
Agincourt, wherein we find the expression of 
patriotic gratitude undoubtedly growing more 
conscious of debt to  God, though as yet little 
more aware of obligation to brother-men. One 
verse is :- 

‘‘ Our king went forth to Normandy 
With grace and might o f  chivalry; 
There God for him wrought mmvellously, 
Wherefore England may call and cry, 

Deo gratias Anglia redde pro victoria,” 
Deo gratiaa : 

In the age 0% Elizabeth there is manifest a 
still deepening sense of national indebtedness to  
God, with an uplifting conviction that the 
triumphs wrought by His loving-lrindness have 
been of good over evil, and of right over wrong. 
The fact that during this period our land was on 
its detence against mighty and unscmpnlous foes, 

G 
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and was fighting for a cause felt to be holy, SO 

consecrated patriotic speech and song that no 
baptism into a spirit of wider service was felt to 
be needful. Our countrymen, it has been t rdy  
said, were conscious of only two great realities- 
the Fatherland and God-and it was hardly to be 
expected that at this stage there should be con- 
joined with these an outlook on the larger welfare 
of mankind. The Queen’s wish expressed the 
ideal for all- 

(( Desiring you true English hearts t o  bear 
To God, to her, and to the land wherein you nursed wore.” 

A prayer is on record, composed for the Quem, 
and used at this period in the Royal chapel : “She 
seeketh not her honour, but Thine j not the domina- 
tion of others, but a just defence of herself; not 
the shedding of Christian blood, but the saving 
of poor aBcted souls. Come down therefore, 
come down, and deliver Thy people by her. . . . 
The cause is Thine, the enemies Thine ; the honour, 
victory, and triumph shall be Thine.” One feels 
that a nation so set upon obedience to the first 
and great commandment, “thou shalt love the 
Lord thy God,” cannot now be far away from 
recognition of the second commandment, which 
is like unto it, “thou shalt love thy neighbour 
as thyself.” 

A clearly-marked distinction between Shake- 
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speare and Milton in respect of their utterance 
of love of country may be taken at this point 
to illustrate the general development we are trac- 
ing, and to indicate through one particular bend of 
the river a suggestive tendency towards change of 
direction. The patriotism of Shakespeare is plain 
for all men to see. It stands out in the historical 
plays in passages which are among the treasures 
of our national literature. Never did love of 
country receive nobler espression than iU many 
speeches which all readers h o w ,  or should know, 
by heart, and never was a more radiant diadem 
placed upon the head of a Queen than that which 
Shakespeare has placed upon the brow of the land 
he loved-of that England, “precious stone, set 
in the silver sea.” It is a great gift of God to our 
nation, €or which we do well t o  be humbly g.rate€ul, 
that the noblest qualities of patriotism-in so far 
as concerns direct love for England herself-should 
have been snng as Shakespeare alone could sing 
them. The reader may well be led to impress upon 
his own conscience the dying words of Wolsey- 

‘‘ Let all the ends thou aim’st at be thy  countq’s, 
Thy God’s, and truth’s.” 

Nevertheless, the patriotism of Shakespeare has 
many limitations when compared with later ideals. 
In his treatment of Joan of Arc, to whom he 
could pay no homage, because she was a French- 
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woman and an enemy; in the schoolboy-like 
assumption that an Englishman was a match for 
many foreigners- 

(‘ I thought upon one pair of English legs 

even in the treatment of the opening scene in 
‘ King Henry V.,’ where the Archbishop of Canter- 
bury, being charged in the name of God to ‘‘ take 
heed” concerning his counsel for peace or war, 
urges to war on the score of territorial gain, and 
says- 

Did march three Frenchmen ; ” 

“ The sin upon my head, dread Sovereign . . . 
Stand for your own ; unwind your bloody flag ; 
Look back upon your mighty ancestors ; ” 

-in these instances and a host of others, we see 
that while English patriotism came in Shakespeare 
to an ardour never surpassed and t o  an expression 
never equalled, it was still somewhat in bondage 
to weak and beggarly elements, and had not yet 
been stung by the splendour of the thought that 
it might become an instrument of world-wide 
service. 

On the other hand, when we pass from Shake- 
speare to  Milton, we are conscious of a distinct 
advance in respect of moral elevation. Milton’s 
pat~otism is fundamentally religious, and being 
so, moves to  a goal outside itself. He is amply 
persuaded that national greatness is the result 
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of divine election j but aIso, that the end whereto 
that election moves is the service of God and 
man. “ Why was this nation chosen,” he demands 
-and let it be noted, in passing, that to ask the 
question “ why ” is to introduce a new moral dimen- 
sion into the reckoning-“ before any other, that 
out of her as out of Sion should be proclaimed 
and sounded forth the first tidings and trumpet of 
reformation to all Europe ? Had it not been the 
obstinate perverseness of our prelates against the 
divine and admirable spirit of Wieldif . . . the 
glory of relorming our neighbours had been com- 
pletely ours.” The desire after the glory of “re- 
forming all our neighbours” may sound a little 
crude when thus starkly expressed, but a t  least it 
betrays a dawning consciousness that the world 
is B “neighbourhood.” And the same spirit 
shines out stiU more conspicuously from another 
passage in the ‘Areopagitica,’ where we find a 
first primitive outline of a League of Nations. 
Speaking of each nation offering some specific 
contribution to the common good of all, a con- 
ception which does not seem to have bsen ex- 
pressed by any earlier writer, Milton says : “ Here I 
behold the stout and manly prowess of the German 
disdaining servitude ; there, the generous and 
lively impetuosity of the French ; on this side the 
calm and stately valour of the Spaniard ; on that, 
the composed and wary magnanimity of the 
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Italian. Surrounded by congregated multitudes, 
I behold the nations of the earth recovering thdt 
liberty whioh they so long had lost; and the 
people of this island disseminating the blessings of 
freedom and civilisation among citizens, kingdoms, 
and nations.” It is impossible to conceive of this 
sentence having been written in an earlier century. 
The river of British patriotism has bent itself in 
a new direction. Not only is it deepening in 
intelligence and enlarging in volume, but it has 
come within clealr view of the final goal of 
stewardship . 

There is a wide gulf of years between the age of 
Milton and the age of William Pitt; and yet it 
is only when we came to the period of the great 
Commoner that we find a, marked development in 
the recognition by a public inan of the principle 
of national trusteeship. Oliver Cromwell, indeed, 
showed concern for the persecuted Vandois, whose 
moans, as MUon told him- 

And they t o  heaven,” 
“ The vales redoubled to  the hills 

and the Protector was able, by the mere terror of 
his name, to compel the Pope to pay heed t o  his 
protest. But Cromwell’s concem for the slaugh- 
tered saints ” was perhaps too closely connectcd 
with political motives to rank as an adequate 
response to Milton’s famous appeal, or to mark 
a broadening sense of human solidarity. It is 
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only when we come to the age of Pitt that we find 
ourselves in a new environment. There is be- 
ginning now to emerge into public recognition 
what Mr Gladstone boldly called ‘‘ England‘s great 
tradition ”-the tradition, namely, that “ England 
can never forswear her interest in the common 
transactions and the general interests of Europe.” 
Parliament is in Pitt’s time growing accustomed 
to appeals based on motives higher than those of 
national self - preservation, and is summoned to 
an outlook more extensive than earlier politicians 
would have thought possible to men of affairs. 
To re-sead in the present hour the noble series of 
war speeches delivered by Pitt in the Hoiise of 
Commons between 1793 and his death in 1805, is 
to realise afresh what a gift of Providence that 
statesman was to Britain, and this in respect not 
merely of temporal security, but of moral eleva- 
tion. In the very f i s t  speech which Pitt made in 
the House of Commons after the declaration of 
war in 1793, he defined the objects of the contest 
as “the tranquillity of this country, the security 
o€ its allies, the good order of every European 
government, an8 thc happiness of the w?tole Aumaw 
race.” When in 1797 Pitt made his Mstoric appeal 
for national unity in the face of the greatest danger 
the country had yet known, pleading with those 
whose stake was great in the country, and with 
those whose stake seemed small, t o  unite in playing 
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their part, he spoke of “ the example we have to  
set to  the other nations of Europe,” and a “right 
view of the lot in which Providence has placed 
us.)) In a later oration there stands this moving 
appeal: “1 need not remind the House that we 
are come to  a new era in the history of nations ; 
that we are called to  struggle for the destiny not 
of this country only, but of the civilised world. 
It is not for ourselves alone that we submit to 
unexampled privations. The duty of the people 
of England now is of a nobler and higher order. 
. . . Amid the wreck and misery OP nations, our 
highest exultation ought to  be, that we provide 
not only for our own safety, but hold out a prospect 
to nations now bending under the iron yoke of 
tyranny, of what the exertions of a free people can 
effect.” 

An interesting hint of the wide and compre- 
hensive reach of Pitt’s outlook on the world may 
be found in an apparently trifling circumstance 
to  be noted in one of his speeches. This circum- 
stance is his manner of rectifying a vabal slip. 
He had begun a sentence in the following terms : 
“ I  wish, for the benefit of EWO~Q,  that-” 
And then he corrects himseu, and begins again: 
“ I  wish, for the benefit of the world at large, 
tha--” It is well known that the last speech 
of Pitt’s life was one of two sentences, delivered 
in reply to  the proposal of his health as “ the 
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saviour of Europe.” “ I return you many thanks 
for the honour you have done me, but Europe is 
not to  be saved by any single man. England has 
saved herself by her exertions, and will, as I 
trust, save Europe by her example.” 

It is wholly impossible $0 ima,ge the sptrit of 
these utterances of “ the pilot who weathered the 
storm,” showing itself in any British politician of 
an earlier century; they correspond to  a change 
of standpoint marked and undeniable. And it is 
specially to  be noted that the reverence paid by 
Pitt t o  the new ideals was not one of mere lip- 
homage, but one which was embodied in serious 
and deliberate acts of statesmanship. He offered 
in one series of peace negotiations to  restore to  
France all her captured colonies, on condition that 
she restored in Burope the conquests she there 
had made-an arrangement bringing no gain to 
Pitt’s own nation. And at a later date, in revising 
the terms of peace he would consider, he intro- 
duced as a relevant ground of decision, “the 
miseries of the wdortunate negroes ” in the West 
Indies. It is not, of course, for a moment sug- 
gested that the peat Commoner stood alone in 
the sense of national trusteeship we have tried to 
indicate. Neither in Parliament nor in the country 
would his appeals have echoed as they did had 
his environment not been of an echoing quality. 
Eis great rival, FOX, was even more verbally 

a 2  
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solicitous than himself for the larger interests of 
humanity ; and Sheridan spoke of " the omnipo- 
tence of a British Parliament, demonstrated by 
extending protection to the helpless and weak in 
every quarter of the world "-an ideal which even 
now stretches far beyond our grasp. Whatever 
view we may take of the impeachment of Warren 
Hastings, and of the impassioned speeches of 
Burke, at all events they showed a rising concern 
on the part of Britain for her reputation in far-off 
dependencies in the matter of wrongs alleged to 
be inflicted upon natives. It is evident throughout 
this period that the sense of trusteeship is already 
becoming a British principle. The hand of the 
Almighty is guiding our national love of country 
to  wider issues and nobler cares than it had known 
before. We have already travelled a long way 
from the spirit of Boldsmith's dexcription of his 
fellow-countrymen- 

'' Pride in their port, defiance in their e370, 
I see the lords of human kind pass by.'' 

We cease to be engrossed with the mere deepening 
and broadening of the river of British patriotism 
in respect of its own increase, and realise with 
reverence a change of direction in its flow, which 
impels it to the desert places of human need. 

The point need probably not be laboured that 
in Qur own day the sense of national trusteeship 
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and racial responsibility has taken an increasingly 
secure hold of the best ‘minds in Christendom. 
“You talk to me,” said Mr Cladstone in 1870, 
“ of the established tradition in regard to  Twkey. 
I appeal to  an established tradition, older, wider, 
nobler far-a tradition, not which disregards 
British interests, but which teaches you to seek 
the promotion of these interests in obeying the 
dictates of honour and justice.” No British citizen 
can recall without respect and pride the noble 
language, and a t  the same time the sound state- 
craft, of Queen Victoria’s message to the peop10 
of India in 1858 : ‘‘ It is our earnest desire . . . 
to administer the government for the benefit of 
all our subjects resident therein. In their pros- 
perity shall be our strength, in their contentment 
our security, in their gratitude our best reward. 
And may the God of all power grant to us and to 
those in authority under us strength to carry out 
these our wishes for the good of our people.” No 
modern statesman, addressing his own country- 
men in Britain or America, hesitates to bespeak 
concern for the welhre of mmlcind as an operative 
principle. The story of the Great War seems to 
most Anglo-Saxons a final proof of the triumph 
of the principle of stewardship; since, alike for 
Britain and America, self-interest was in the nature 
of the case ruled out 8s the immediate and pre- 
ponderating motive of participation. ‘‘I do not 

* 
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believe,” said the Prime Minister in 1914-n few 
days after the outbreak of war--“ that any nation 
ever entered into a great controversy--and this 
is one of the greatest history will ever how-with 
a clearer conscience and stronger conviction that it 
is fighting not for aggression, not for the mninte- 
nance even of its own seEsh interest, but that it is 
fighting in defence of principles, the maintenance 
of which is vital to  the civilisation of the world.” 
Only one instance need be adduced of the terms 
which are now deemed proper in a malziiesto issuing 
from two great Powers. The British and French 
Governments have recently issued an offlcial pro- 
clamation regarding joint policy in the East. They 
say: “The end that France and Great Britain 
have in view in the East is the complete and 
definite freedom of the peoples so long oppressed. 
. . . To assure equal and impartial justice for all, 
to facilitate the economic development of the 
country by promoting and encouraging local 
initiative, to foster the spread of education, to  
put an end t o  divisions too long exploited by 
Turkish policy, such is the rBle khat the two Allied 
Governments claim in the liberated territorios.” 
All human effort falls short of its ideal; and it 
remains to be seen whether performance matches 
promise in the case of this rnanjfmto. But the 
fact remains for thankful contemplation, that the 
terms of the joint proclamation show an ad- 
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vance in the conception of national duty which 
would have been inconceivable in any previous 
epoch. 

Even the broken outline of the development of 
British patriotism which has now been indicated 
may serve to lead our minds to  one assured con- 
clusion. This is, that the refusal on our part of 
the responsibilities of national stewardship would 
be the blackest treachery to what has grown 
through long and strenuous years to be the British 
tradition. “It is not to  be thought of,” says 
Wordsmorth in a famous sonnet- 

‘( that the flood 
Of British freedom, which t o  the open sea 
Of the world’s praise, from dark antiquity 
Hath flowed, with pomp of waters unwithstood, 

That this most famous stream in bogs and sltnds 
Should perish.” 

How much less is it to be thought of that the 
stream of world-wide service which we have beheld 
speeding t o  noble ends should now be bound in 
the shallows and miseries of ideals restricted to 
our own prosperity. Burke might well repeat to 
us in such a case that Little minds go ill with great 
empires. 

Bortiiled, then, by such menioriea of a growing 
tradition of stewardship in British patriotism, we 
proceed t o  ask in what more detailed respects the 
tradition may best be realised in the life of our 

. . . a , . . . . .  
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time. It will be necessary to  restrict the ds- 
cussion within narrow limits. The wide subject 
of international relationships, with the reciprocal 
duties implied, stretches far beyond the reach of 
the powers of the present writer. We shall confine 
our field of view t o  the British Empire. We shall 
inquire what “ ministry of the Bxterior ” falls to  our 
countrymen in their capacity as Christian patriots. 

It is at once obvious that, with respect to this 
inquiry, Great Britain is in a peculiar position. 
There are in her case, as Westcott pointed out a 
generation ago, three outlets of national service, 
open after the same fashion to no othsr people. 
She looks out, in the firet place, npon her sister- 
peoples, her equals in the gifts of cidisation- 
France, Italy, America, and the rest. Sho looks 
out, in the second place, over her duwghter-peoples, 
those self-governing dependencies which am hor 
peculiar treasure. And she looks out, in the third 
place, upon the wsaker races of the world, whose 
upUt forms the white man’# burden, and for mzny 
of whom she is the deeply responsible trustee. No 
other nation has ever had a task laid upon her so 
vast in extent, so complex in its elements. We 
are compelled to echo in all humility the question 
of the apostle: “Who is sufficient for these 

‘ It should be made very clear at this point, even 
things ? ” 
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at the risk of subsequent repetition, that the 
mention of “ weaker ” races is neither to be made 
in a patronising frame, nor to  be associated with 
the thought of permanent weakness in any par- 
ticular case. A modern student of science, arguing 
upon grounds derived from the study of the pro- 
cesses of evolution, has ventured the deliberate 
conclusion that the dominant race of the future 
is likely to be found among those not now in the 
van o! human progress. And the story of Japan 
during the last quarter of a century is enough to 
show that a people thought of a t  one period as 
belonging to the weaker races may rank in the 
immediately succeeding era as a great power. 
Bishop Westcott’s prophecy is well known-and 
it leads to a higher level of outlook over the same 
prospect-that many elements in the teaching Of 
St John will be fully interpreted to the world only 
when the mystical mind of India has addressed 
itself to  their study. We cannot tell what racPd1 
Sulfilnient may one day bu given to the wol‘ds Of 
our Lord: “many that are last shall be first, 
and the fir& last.” 

I. 

The duty of Christian patriotism towards those 
sister-peoples who share our civilisation and speak 
with us in the gate on equal terms will here be 
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dealt with only in respect of two very general 
considerations. In a volume of university sermons 
which has run an unusual course and become an 
English classic, Mosley has dealt, among other 
subjects, with “ Duty to  Equals,” and has pointed 
out that in the life of the individual Christian, 
duties t o  equals are often more taxing in their 
claims than duties which relate to  inferiors or 
dependents. A cherished self-complacency is more 
ministered to,  when we are compassionate to  those 
beneath us, show generosity t o  their needs, and 
pity towards their sufferings, than when we merely 
bear ourselves with due humility and fairness to  
those who, as equals, may also be competitors 
and rivals. In the first instance, we are subtly 
flattered by our own benevolence ; in the second 
instance, no platform of superiority exalts us, no 
gratitude feeds our pride. “ A  man is in com- 
petition with his equals ; and he is not in com- 
petition with his inferiors. . . . It is muoh harder 
to  be fair to  an equal than to be ever so generous 
to an inferior.” It follows, by a just and inevitable 
extension of this truth, that there are tests Of 

national character for Great Britain in the way we 
behave t o  America or France or Germany (and, 
let it be added, t o  Americans, French, or Germans) 
which do not apply with the same stringency t o  
OUT dealings with Africa or China or the South 
Sea Islands. Pride may be menaced in the one 
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case, as it can hardly be in the other. Hence the 
need ol Christian patriotism to  gird itself, not fist 
t o  be generous, but first to be just; and to face 
the task of national probation before it assumes 
the responsibilities of national mission. We must 
try to see ourselves from without and our fellows 
from within. When we use such phrases as the 
claims of nationalism, or the rights of self- 
determination, we must at least make sure that 
we have conformed to the Irishman’s stipulation, 
that “ the  reciprocity should not be all on one 
side.” 

Here as elsewhere, however, when we loyally 
confront our duty, we see what Wordsworth called 
“the smile upon her face.” For-to mention 
only one mollifsing consideration-who can be 
too narrowly nationalistic in face of the common 
property held by all mankind in the produce of 
literature, music, and a r t ?  Are not the works of 
Shakespeare, the music of Beethoven, the genius 
of Pascal, the paintings o€ Titian, the common 
property and glory of the human race ? Did not 
a distinguished Frenchman, even in a moment of 
impassioned protest against the shameful brutal- 
ities suffered by his country in the war, school 
himself t o  speak of “ o w  Goethe,” and do so 
that he might the better point to those heights 
“ where WQ feel the happiness and the misfortunes 
of other peoples as our own” 9 “Kill men if 
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you like,’’ cried this prophet, “ for they are enemies ; 
but respect masterpieces-they are the patrimony 
of the human race.” Such an arrow of appeal 
may not strike quite fair upon the target, but at  
all events it guides the eye to where a target is. 
Birth and death, the cry of pain and the ahout of 
joy, unite men and do not divide them; the 
achievements of genius partake of this elemental 
power. 

It is under the head of duty towards sister- 
peoples that there comes into view the whole 
complex of considerations, which are grouped in 
our day round the conception of a League OP 
Nations. Upon these the writer has not the 
training to  throw any useful light. But it may at 
least be said that whatever validity belongs t o  
the general argument of this book is already 
enlisted as the willing servant of the ideal of the 
League of Nations. A dedicated patriotism, wor- 
shipping God and not her own image, will recogniw 
in the supreme cause of human brotherhood an 
end worthy of the best that even she can bring, 
and furnishing an altar to which our Lord’s words 
about sacrifice may be applied, that the altar 
sanctifieth the gift. What the precise future of 
the League of Nations may be is hidden from our 
knowledge. But it is much to know that the 
vision has been beheld. ‘‘ There is only one thing,” 
mid Viotor Hugo, “ stronger than armies-an idea 
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whose time has come.” Mr Gladstone said half a 
century ago that the enthronement a€ the idea 
of public right as the governing idea of European 
politics would be the greatest triumph of the age ; 
and it would seem that at  least the throne is being 
erected for such a coronation. It is t o  be remem- 
bered that a changed temper in public opinion 
is the instrument above all others whereby the 
triumph of the League of Nations may be brought 
about, and that with this changed temper every 
citizen has to do. mThile the Great War was still 
in progress, and many apparently insuperable 
obstacles t o  victory were gradually being over- 
come, a captain of industry in the West of Scotland 
made a suggestive remark to a friend. “ There are 
some problems,” he said, “in the spiritual and 
social world which are Like some of our metals- 
altogether refractory to low temperatures. They 
will only melt with great heat, and there is no 
other possibility of melting them.” The remark 
carries with it its own interpretation. Public 
opinion, upon which in the relationship of peoples 
80 much depends, is simply the opinion of “&U 
the rest af us.” Let the moral temperature rise 
by some degrees, and let friendliness (not wrath) be 
nursed to keep it warm, and difficulties otherwise 
intractable wiU dissolve, prejudices otherwise re- 
fractory will melt away. 

’ 



11. 

The relatione€ British patriotism t o  thedaughter- 
peoples of the Empire has many points of Idship 
with the wider relationship just touched upon. 
For it may be claimed that the League of Nations 
as a general conception, and even the particular 
form in which the League is at present shaped, 
have found their first suggestion and hopeful 
impulse within the bounds of the British Eimpire. 
The peoples of our self-governing Dominions no 
longer think of themselves as occupying a sub- 
ordinate relation to the mother country. It was 
this fact which more than any other imprinted 
itself upon the imagination of the Prince of Wales 
on his return from a recent tour  in the Empire. 
“ We sprang to the front,” said a Canadian states- 
man not long ago, speaking in the Dominion House 
of Commons, “as  a nation among the world’s 
nations.” Just as in the League of Nations, the 
ultimate authority would be found in a conference 
of the principal states, so in the British Eimpire 
the ultimate authority now rests with conferences 
of an Imperial Cabinet, representing the Dominions 
and India,, as well as the United Kingdom. Just 
as the League proposes to entrust executive action 
to the constituent states, so the Empire leaves 
the constituent Dominions free to carry out de& 
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sions. The relationship between the Leagge, and 
undeveloped autonomous territory is very similar 
to  that existing between the British Government 
and the Crown colonies and protectorates under 
its jurisdiction ; while the economic and police 
policy suggested for the League follows closely in 
its outline the traditional policy of the British 
Empire. “People talk,” said General Smuts in 
1919-and let it be remembered that the speaker 
is a soldier-statesman who once fought against us 
-“ about a League of Nations and international 
government ; but the only successful experiment 
in international government that has ever been 
made is the British Empire, founded on principles 
which appeal to  the highest ideals of mankind.” 
An old English writer of the eighteenth century 
-influenced doubtless by Boston Harbour and 
Bunker’s Hill-set down his thoughts on Colonies 
in quaint language. U The management,” he said, 
“ of so complicated and mighty a machine as the 
United Oolonies requires the meekness of Moses, 
the patience of Job, and the wisdom of Solomon, 
adiled to the valour 0% David.” It is perhaps some 
proof of genuine national vocation that, even 
without the Ecebrew equipment thus desiderated, 
the British Empire should in our day be the world’s 
pattern for a wider national brotherhood. When 
a great American said that God never made one 
nation good enough to rule another, he did not 
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exclude the possibility that one nation might 
by divine appointment tutor another to rule 
itself. 

III. 

We reach what is to  the writer the most congenial 
duty laid upon him in this chapter, when we ask 
what outlet of national service is open t o  Great 
Britain in respect of the weaker races of mankind, 
for so many of whom she is the responsible trustee. 
The position it is proposed to  contend for is, th& 
by all the noblest elements in a Christian patriotism 
-by the love we bear our country, the joy we 
have in its past history, the hope we cherish for 
its future-we are impelled to deep concern for 
the welfare oP the weaker races of the world, and 
especially of our own Xmpire, and to an earnest 
desire to share with them those truths and that 
Gospel which wi l l  one day prepare them to  oBer 
their own contribution to the suni-total of human 
good. A patriot cannot wish his country to be 
worse than he is himself. He must desire it to 
obey the constraint laid upon it by what is best 
in its own past. And therefore a Christian patriot 
will covet t o  reduce to practice the maxim whoso 
impassioned utterance by a missionary-statesman 
many years ago the writer well remembers : “ civil- 
isation is not aggrandisement ; it is responsibility.” 

1 
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The motives impelling to this conclusion are of 
many kinds. Some of them are in the best sense 
idealistic ; others are severely practical. When 
united, they form a body of motive, whose plea 
cannot be disregarded without betrayal of the very 
notion of patriotism, inasmuch as little wouId be 
left t o  the disregarding country which a Christian 
patriot could either love or respect. 

We proceed to justify this statement by re- 
capitulating or amplifying some considerations 
which constrain t o  it. And let it be remembered 
by way of cold arithmetical introduction, that out 
of an estimated population of 413,000,000 in the 
British Empire, only 52,000,000, or one in eight, 
are white. 

i. 

Let us ask ourselves afresh, at the risk of repe- 
tition, in what we as patriot8 consider the true 
greatness of our country t o  consist. Obviously 
this question cannot be answered, consistently with 
the holding of a Christian standpoint, by adducing 
any greatness that is merely of geographical bulk. 
Seeley ridiculed long ago the kind of statement 
which declares that in the British 3mptre “ the  
morning drum-beat, following the sun, and keeping 
company with the hours, encircles the globe with 
an unbroken chain of martial airs.” Even the 
assertion of Cecil Rhodes, often repeated to his 
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friends, “it came to  me in that fine exhilarating 
air that the British were the best race to  rule the 
world,” lends itself t o  easy ridicule. Great Britain 
is not the first empire which has lengthened its 
cords and extended its shadow over many lands, 
and has said, “1 have made myself great, and 
have obtained much wealth.” The names of 
others stand out in history-names that once shook 
the earth, names like Nineveh and Babylon, like 
Asoka’s Empire and Persia, like Carthage and 
Venice. On each of these the sun of prosperity 
has now gone down and the night has fallen. To 
each of them in turn has been addressed tho 
word first spoken to  the king of Babylon : ‘‘ How 
art thou fallen from heaven, 0 Lucifer, son of 
the morning! How art thou cut down to the 
ground, which didst weaken the nations ! ” We 
must covet for our national ideals a more per- 
manent influence in the world than belonged to  
the “winged beast from Babylon,” which Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti saw hoisted in to the murky 
London museum- 

‘‘ Where school-foundations in the act 
Of holiday, three files compaot, 
Shall learn t o  view thee as a fact 
Connected with that zealous tract- 

Still less can we find a rational basis Tor exuber- 
ance of patriotic joy in the mere material wealth 

‘ Rome-Babylon-and Nineveh.’ ” 
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of our country, or in its commercial prosperity. 
Such a basis would suggest too readily Eeats’ 
ironic question concerning the wealthy brothers 
of Isabella- 

Why were they proud 9 Again me ask aloud, 
Why in the naue of gloiy mere they proud PI’ 

There is a character in the ‘ Wrecker,’ who is re- 
ported by his son t o  have embraced a certain idea 
“ with a mixture of patriotism and commercial 
greed, both perlectly genuine.” This odd admix- 
ture is still discoverable in circles where “ patriots ” 
of a certain type abound. But the prophecy may 
be hazarded that Mammon, the least erected spirit 
that fell, is likely in the future to  be not only a 
pitiful deity, but a discredited one. It was pointed 
out by Dr Wotherspoon, during the course of the 
war, that if money was indeed Britain’s idol, then 
God was making us burn our idol at the rate of 
six millions a day. Mankind is probably more 
ready to  listen regardfully now than in the past 
to  the implied challenge of our Lord : “ What shall 
it profit a nation, if it gain the whole world, and 
lose its own soul? )’ I f  any reader doubts that a 
change of feeling with respect t o  money is slowly 
taking place, let him mark a single straw which 
floats upon the current, and ask what implication 
now attaches itself to  the word “millionaire.” Is 
it the implication of “ admiration mingled with 
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awe,” with which the historic undergraduate said 
at a venture that the Decalogue should be re- 
garded? Or are we coming, however tardily, to 
set our seal to the saying of Joubert, that “ t o  
talk of nothing but prosperity and commerce is 
to talk like a merchant, and not like a philosopher ; 
to aim only at the enriching of nations is to act 
like a banker, but not like a legislator.” 

It is plain that any glory of greatness in our 
country wherein we as Ohristian patriots may 
lawfully rejoice, must be found in the splendour 
of the stewardship with which Almighty God has 
entrusted us ; and in the assurance, if such assur- 
ance be justified, that in the past we have veritably 
received strength in some measure to  fuliil it. 
After the recent conquest of South-West Africa, 
the sister of a chief of the country, an old womann, 
said to a correspondent of the ‘Times ’: “l?Or 
years we leaders of the people have longed, hoped, 
and dreamed for the day when the flag with the 
crosses on, Ct would fly over us j and now that flag 
has come, do you think we should assist to haul 
it down a ” When the correspondent asked her 
why she so loved this flag, she answered: “ The 
flag with the crosses on it means t o  us blacks 
Christianity, love, and kindness, as compared with 
force, brutality, and harshness.” In  India, SO 

competent and level-minded an authority as Sir 
I?. Younghusband says that “ the  Britifih people 
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has now embarked upon the noblest adventure, 
the grandest enterprise ever attempted by any 
race in history.” If as British citizens we must 
needs glory, we will glory of such things as these. 
“ N o  man shall stop us of this boas’cing in the 
regions of Achaia.” 

ii, 

The history of the British Elmpire offers strong 
corroboration of a divine purposo akin to that 
revealed in the case of Uyrns : I have girded 
thee, though thou hast not known me.” Nothing 
is more certain than that Greater Britain has not 
reached its present inagnitude and jniportance 
through camful study, coherent policy, ibmly- 
grasped design-Machiavellian or otherwise-but 
after a fashion which suggests that on the helm 
has rested a Hand “other than ours.” The first 
foreshadowings of our Indian ampire were indi- 
cated, as is well known, in a fact so trivial as a rise 
in the price of pepper on the London market; 
and nothing would inore have astonished the 
pioneers ol: commerce than a vision of that whereto 
this thing would grow, The happy phrase of 
Seeley has passed into coinrnon speech, that we 
scem to  ham conquered and peopled half the world 
in a fit of absence of mind. But would it not be 
more seemly for the Clhristian citizen t o  put the 
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same thing in another way, and t o  say that where 
fortune seems t o  count for so much and human 
purpose for so little, we may reverently apply 
to’ the fortune the well-known line of Browning- 

‘‘ Hush, I pmy you ! 
What if this friend happen to  be-God.” 

No man of Christian character can help raising the 
point, as Milton raised it, as to  the end for which 
our race has been called t o  so great a heritage, 
and the only end which seems worthy of so great 
a vocation is this, that we should as a nation reflect 
t o  others the light of truth which has shone upon 
ourselves. The best religion is the only religion 
suited for the whole world, and we dare not pour 
the contempt of silence upon the faith which has 
made us what we are. “ S U ~ ~ O S Q , ”  said Major- 
General Sir Herbert Edwardes in 1860, speaking 
with admitted authority and with prophetic force, 
“ there were to arise in the hearts of any number 
of our  countrymen a strong conviction that India 
is a stewardship j that it could not have been for 
nothing that God placed it in the hands of Eng- 
land; that He would never have put upon 200 
millions of men the heavy trial of being subject 
to  thirty millions of foreigners merely Go have their 
roads improved, their letters carried by a penny 
post, their geography corrected, nor even t o  have 
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their internal quarrels stopped, and life amelio- 
rated; that there must ham been in India some 
far greater want than even these: suppose this 
conviction were graduaIly t o  grow up into that 
giant thing that statesmen cannot hold-the public 
opiition of the land-what would be the con- 
sequence ’? Why, this : the Bnglish people would 
resolve to do their duty. England, taught by 
both past and present, would set before her the 
whole policy of first fitting India for freedom and 
then setting her free. . . . And ever remember 
there is but one way by which it can be reached. 
. . . Till India is leavened with Ohristianity she 
will be unj3.t for freedom, When India is leavened 
with Christianity, she will be unfit for any form of 
slavery, however mild.” 

iii. 

When duty is obeyed in scorn of consequence, 
reason, sooner or later, adds a consenting voice. 
We are pleading for the position that there is a 
special debt of honour due to weaker races by those 
nations which march in the vanguard of human 
progress ; and that, if there be one country more 
than another for whom that debt is weighty, it is 
Great Britain. We are pleading, further, for the 
concession that the best we have to  give is the 
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Christian Gospel, together with the Christian ethic 
which accompanies it. And a t  this point a con- 
sideration meets us, whose appeal is in a lawful 
sense to our own self-interest. The consideration 
is one whose neglect is responsible for the exist- 
ence of some of the most tangled skeins which are 
to-day waiting for our unravelment throughout 
the empire. It is the consideration that withont 
certain virtues of character, which can only be 
looked for as the moral deposit of Christianity, the 
self-government we design for our pupil-peoplos is 
rendered impossible of attainment. Self-govern- 
ment obviously depends upon a capacity in a 
sufficient number of individuals to put the interests 
of other people on a par with their own j and for 
this, character is fundamental, Hence it wi l l  be 
found, as the late Canon Scott Holland expressed 
it in a striking sentence, that Imperial rule has 
created a situation which of itself Imperial rule 
has no power to  solve. 

Proof of this contention will at once appear, iE. 
we follow for a moment the usual course of develop- 
ment in non-Christian countries which have come 
under British control.1 The development, as a rule, 
has taken shape in three stages, not equally happy, 
nor obviously alike in succes8. The first stage 

The following paragraph8 owe their first suggestion t o  a 
magazine article by the late Canon Soot6 Holland, read many 
years ago. 
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could not be better defined than in the well-known 
words of Kipling- 
‘‘ Keep ye the law-be swift in all obedience- 

Clem the land of evil, drive the road and bridge the ford. 
Make ye sure to each his own 
That he reap where he hath sown.” 

Here British organising power is at its best. The 
task is one that suits our national genius; and 
before long, good roads, dependable bridges, even- 
handed justice mark the country that has come 
under the British raj. Patriotism of the super- 
ficial kind is satisfied. Nothing seems left; to wish 
for, except the construction of a few golf-courses, 
and jubilant display of the Union Jack. 

But ere long it begins to appear that one thing 
has a disconcerting way of leading to another. 
The situation is not so naively simple as had been 
conceived. For even in an undeveloped country 
it appears that ‘‘ there is a spirit in man, and the 
inspiration of the Almighty giveth him under- 
standing.” You may expel nature with a fork, 
as Horace said, but it will Come back, even in the 
face of agitated administrators. For now the 
native begins to  cry out for edwatiolz. He sees 
that the achievements of his tutors are the result 
of what they h o w ,  and why should he not learn 
ss they have done db A troublesome request, but 
wholly natural. It is not consistent with our 
national sense of fairplsy to deny 8 fellow-being 
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this privilege. Did not a very great man once 
inscribe in a University class-room: “In the 
World there is nothing great but Man; in Man 
there is nothing great but Mind”? One cannot 
follow a statement like that with the proviso, ‘‘ not 
for export.” Accordingly, with great reluctance ’ 
and many misgivings, Britain enters upon the 
second stage of her colonising activities-educa- 
tion. Some attempt a t  an educational system is 
set up, and by and by many of our pupils have 
tasted of the tree of knowledge, and a few of them 
sit under its shadow with great delight. 

And then it comes t o  pass that with grumblings 
not loud but deep we are forced t o  enter upon the 
perilous third. stage of our colonising progress. 
This is the stage marked by the demand of our 
prot6gds for some measure of selj’ - govermmemt. 
We find that there is no half-way house, and that 
a half-nation cannot be created permanently, any 
more’than a child can be stopped growing. And 
now we are forced t o  recognise the imperative 
necessity of “ a certain common conscience, on 
which we can continually count,” if there is to  be 
effective fellowship in the government of the 
country. It must be possible to make fixed ethical 
assumptions without discussion. Unless there is 
a moral standard accepted by all, some moral 
imperative binding upon all, co-operation in public 
affairs is vain. At this stage we begin to  discover 
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that the corporate conscience, readily taken for 
granted, on which self-government is built h Bng- 
land and Scotland, is (( the moral deposit of historic 
Christianity,” and is permeated from top to  bottom 
by Christian beliefs. “ I t s  sensitiveness to the 
rights of the individual man, t o  the position of 
woman, to the claims of purity and truth, to the 
calls for service and self-sacrXce, have their spring 
and source in the creed of the Incarnation.’’ Thus 
we are driven by the logic of facts to the old pro- 
phetic conclusion that (‘God also is Wise.” In  
every aspect of His Gospel wisdom is justified 
of her children. I f  God has bidden Christian men 
preach the Gospel to every creature, it will appear 
sooner or later that obedience t o  this command 
brings blessing, and disobedience disaster. 

iv. 

Another consideration tending t o  show that the 
fostering of a missionary policy by a Uhristian 
country is wise as well as right, and patriotic as 
well as dutiful, is derived from the increasing proof 
now offered to us that the nations form one body, 
and that if one member suffer all the members 
suffer with it. The quite solitary place in history 
occupied by the nineteenth century in respect of 
rapidity ot change tending to abolish distance and 
to bind mankind into a single bundle of life is 

H 
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seldom, even yet, adequately apprehended. We 
are so absurdly sensitive to the peril of exaggera- 
tion, that we often completely under-estimate 
the transformation wrought upon the world during 
the last hundred years. Is it often recognised, 
for instance, that when all is said and done, Nebu- 
chadnezzar of Babylon and Napoleon of France 
used essentially the same method of land locomo- 
tion-namely, wheeled vehicles drawn by horses ? 
Is the fact clearly visualised that the ships which 
bore the Greeks to Troy were in principle the 
same kind of ships as those which carried Nelson 
to Trafalgar 1 It is only within the last hundred 
years that horse8 have ceased to fix the rate of 
speed by land, and sails by water. The world 
has suddenly shrunk, as under the imperative 
gesture of a conjurer. The writer well remembers 
reading in his boyhood what seemed to  the eyes 
of boyhood an engrossing romance, entitled ' Round 
the World in Eighty Days.' The final sensation 
was produced by the device of representing a bet 
to compass the earth in eighty days as lost by 8 

few hours, until the hero remembered that having 
travelled by way of the East, he had gained a dW 
from the clock, and could therefore walk into the 
rendezvous, cool and immaculate, on the StrOlm 

of time. How little could the author of that story 
have supposed that within the space of hall a 
century he would almost have had to alter " days " 
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to “hours” in the title to produce the mildest 
thrill in the breast of the least sophisticated of his 
readers. The world is now too small a place for 
any country t o  refuse to  be bound in the bundle 
of life with its neighbours. The nation is made 
foolish in the court of wisdom, as well as proved 
guilty before the bar of right, which acts the 
part of the priest and levite, and so allows the 
wounded traveller to act as a centre of infection 
to the region. When the pestilence of influenza 
first broke out in Britain thirty years ago, and 
took a toll of lives so tragically increased in later 
decades, it was believed by capable officers of 
health that the source of infection was to be 
found in an erupting volcano in Japan. Millions 
of tons of volcanic dust had, it was known, been 
carried round the world in the air, and the con- 
jecture was offered that this dust was organic and 
capable of infection. Whether or not this theory 
is still upheld in respect of argument, it is abun- 
dantly profitable in respect of parable. A moral 
pestilence in one part of the world readily Mects 
another. We cannot aflord to ignore ignorances, 
injustices, depravities in any part of the globe. 
It is vain to say, “let  the weaker races alone.” 
Western commerce and civilisation have already 
refused to let them alone ; and it is a pitiful re- 
flection that the traveller who sees a native at. a 
port sees him at his worst, just because the port is 
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the place where our civilisation and his are most 
commingled. 

V. 

We shall now observe in one final point the fulfil- 
ment of the promise that to  men or nations who 
put first things first, lesser things will be duly added. 
We shall ask the reader to note how much the Brit- 
ish name owes of its lustre, and the British nation 
of temporal wellbeing, to  those Christian mission- 
aries who went forth with no ulterior motive as 
pioneers of the Gospel, and then found incidentally 
a reward for which they never sought. I f  Olive, 
for instance, has the repute of conquering India, 
Carey and his companions can claim the credit of 
giving t o  our Indian Empire a stable foundation. 
It is to  their devoted labours, as has often been 
shown, that WO owe the abolition of suttee and of 
the exposure of infants, the introduction of tho 
vernacular printing-press, and the first beginnings 
of that educational system which has wrought such 
far-reaching change in Sndia. The principles 01 
policy enunciated in the proclamation or Queen 
Victoria in 1858 (part of which has been already 
quoted), and brought to  ampler fulfilment in the 
Governmental action of our own day, are no more 
than the logical completion of a movement which 
originated with Carey and the founders of tho 
Serampore Mission. 

. 
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Innumerable other instances might be adduced 
of Brittain’s indebtedness to her missionary pioneers. 
It happens that in the very week of writing these 
words, a canon of Westminster Abbey, preaching 
there, is reported to have said : “ There are thou- 
smds who come to this old abbey every year. I 
hsvc had the privilege of showing many of them 
through the building. The first gave  they ask t o  
see is not that of tlio Sings and queens who are 
buried here; not those of the great statesmen, 
warriors, poets, philosphers, and historians j but 
the grave of David Livingstone.” Livingstone 
travelled 29,000 miles and explored a million square 
miles of territory, beside recording valuable facts 
as t o  tropical diseases, and introducing to Europe 
twenty-five Merent sorts of fruits. Of George 
Gronfell, a pioneer niissionary on the Congo, the 
‘ Times ’ said after a memorial service held in 
London: “Few explorers in any part of the 
world have made auch extensive and valuable 
contributions to geographical knowledge as this 
modest missionary.” At the Boyal Geographical 
Soci6ty’s annual meeting in 1884, it was remarked 
that whereas all othor expeditions into the interior 
of New Guinea had partially failed, “ the intre- 
pidity of Dr Chalmers had carried him further 
inkand than any Buropean colonist.” Dr W. T. 
Grenfell, the knight-errant of Labrador, is said to 
know more of the coast-line, of the rivers, forests, 
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fauna, and general features of Labrador than any 
living man. Even the most primitive kind of 
patriotism may be impressed by the statement, 
put forward in no missionary interest, that the 
presence of Dr Pennell in Bamu among the fan- 
atical tribes of the Afghan frontier was worth two 
battalions of soldiers. But, indeed, it is needless 
to multiply examples. A famous map-maker has 
packed the essential facts into the dictum that 
there is scarcely a record of exploration in any 
land which does not acknowledge its indebtedness 
to missionaries. 

Linguistic and scieatisc achievement, bringing 
honour to the fatherland, has been a familiar 
accompaniment of missionary enterprise. The 
competent ' Centennial Survey of Foreign Mix- 
sions ' devotes upwards of forty pages to the titlea 
of translations made by missionaries. Botany, 
zoology, ethnology owe much to the researches of 
those whose primary occupation was the preaching 
and embodying of the Gospel. Baron of Mada- 
gascar sent many hundreds of plants to Kew to 
be described and classified j and it was noted of 
the same missionary a t  the time of his death, $hat 
whenever the French Government required official 
acientific information on questions relating t o  
Madagascar, they always appealed t o  him. Mr 
Gulick in Japan arrested the attention of so fam- 
ous a scientist as G. J. Romanes by his communi- 
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cations on natural history, and readers of Romanes’ 
profoundly interesting book:, ‘ Thoughts on Re- 
ligion,’ wil l  remember what a commandling in- 
fluence Mr Gulick had in helping the naturalist 
to a recovered Ohristian faith. If it be true, as 
Mk Gladstone said, that the three highest titles that 
can be given to man are those of martyr, hero, and 
saint, we may add that no one of these three 
titles would be inappropriate for such fellow- 
countrymen as we have named, and for their 
many comrades who in the service of Ohrist in 
foreign lands have been true to the kindred points 
0% Heaven and Home. 

The impression one would fain leave at  the close 
of this chapter is that of the heart-content which 
may be found by a nation in the entrustment to 
it of certain endowments and aptitudes for the wel- 
fare of mankind. I f  the nation be in any sense a 
Uhristian nation, conscious of indebtedness to the 
Uhristian teaching of the past, then it must in 
some dogree share the joyful wonder of B Uhristian 
apostle:, that he should have been “approved of 
God to be put in trust with the Gospel.” There is 
such a thing as a national character with a life 
and spirit of its own ; and therefore there is such 
a thing as the judgment of a nation, distinct from 
the judgment of the individuals who compose it;. 
There is no more shameful failure possible to men 
than failure to respond to a solemn trust. When 
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we in Britain refiect that if we were in fact the 
Ohristian nation we claim to be, the British amphe 
would offer to the hand o€ Providence the finest 
instrument yet forged for the spread of the king- 
dom of truth, we cannot but shrink from the peril 
of betraying such a charge. 

On the other hand, if the charge be not betrayed, 
we have the assurance of the blessing which is 
‘I added ” Go those who seek first the kingdom of 
God. The innocent loyalties of patriotism will be 
redeemed hom pride; its close-knit ties mill be 
strengthened in a comradeship which will threaten 
none ; the innocent delight of a, patriot in the ex- 
ploits of his fellow-countrymen will become only 
the agent of personal humility ; his own individual 
contribution will be laid upon the common altar, 
which sanctifieth the gift. Thus the individual 
will bring his contribution to the nation, and the 
nation her contribution to the race, to  the end that 
individual nation and race together may %hare in 
a larger paitriotism stiU-the Paljriotism 0% Ghe 
?Kingdom of Heawn. 


